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When related individuals are mated the resulting progeny is said to be
inbred. In dioecious plants and higher animals full brother-sister
mating ensures the closest form of inbreeding. Under any system of
inbreeding the whole population divides itself into different inbred
lines. We will be concerned with the inherited make-up of the indi
viduals and the variability present among them within these lines.

Mather (1949) described the method of partitioning the heritable
portion of the continuous variation into fixable and unfixable parts,
the former depending on "the difference in average character expres
sion associated with the two homozygotes for each of the gene pairs
involved" and the latter arising from "the difference between the
expression of heterozygotes and the average of the two corresponding
homozygotes". In his terminology these two components are denoted
by D and H respectively. Bateman and Mather (1951) obtained the
coefficients of D and H in the expression for variance of progeny in
the case of selfing for successive generations and for different measures
of variation.

For various systems of inbreeding (both with and without the
presence of linkage) a general method of obtaining these coefficients
was described by Nelder (1952). Following this procedure of Nelder,
Hayman (1953) obtained these coefficients for full-sib mating started
by a cross between two true breeding lines. Nelder's procedure is
given briefly below.

"Individuals of generation which have a common ancestral
. pair in Si (/ < k) but not in S(+i form an /-group. is that portion
of the heritable variation of generation which is given by the variance
of the means of (A: —/ + 1) groups taken round the means of {k —I)
groups and averaged over the latter. Hence can be expressed
as the difference of the total variance of (k — /+ 1) group means
and (k - /) group means in S^. The variance of (k - 1) group means
is computed by using the mean of 5',_i as variate while frequencies are
those of 5,."
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In this paper we consider starting with a random mating popula
tion, the make-up of the population obtained by continued full-sib
mating in «-generations, the partitioning of the heritable portion of
the variation within inbred lines into additive genetic and dominance
variations and further into the parts contributed by the variations
between non-sibs, half-sibs and full-sibs among the progeny.

2. Consider two alleles A and a of a gene and the possible geno
types AA, Aa and aa. Let the frequencies of these genotypes in the
population be <j>2, and respectively, where ^2+^1+^0 = 1.
Assuming that both the sexes are equally frequent the following pattern
as given in Table I, will result by mating individuals at random. There
will be six mating types and corresponding to each there will be a full-
sib family in the first generation.

Table I

Frequency Mating type
Ful-sib family

of the first

generation

Symbol
of family

type

AAXAA (AA) W

2^201 AAxAa (iAA, iAa) X

2^2^0 AAxaa (Aa) Y

• <l>l' AaxAa (iAA, iAa, iaa) Z

2i^o0i aaxAa (iaa, iAa) X'

^0^ aaxaa (aa) w

Let the different types of full-sib families be denoted by W, X,
Y, ..., etc., as shown in the table. Now, within each of the first gene
ration families full-sib mating is continued in successive.generations.
Within each of these full-sibships the mating is at random and both
the sexes are equally frequent.

3. Let /x'"', ..., etc., denote the frequencies of the
types of families W, X, Y, ..., etc., respectively in the H-th generation.
Following the procedure described by Haldane (1937) we obtain the
relationship of the frequencies in the n-th generation to those in the
(n + l)-th generation by means of the diagram given below:—
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We obtain,

=y;v'"' +

= i/x"" + i/.""

= i/z""

= i/x"" +/v"" + W + i/x''"'

/w'<"+^'=A/z'"' + i/x'<"' +/«'""

1 /•(«)
T6 Jl

(3.1)

It can be seen that the middle four equations are independent of
and It is also obvious that the family types W and W

generate progeny which are all homozygous and the variation within
these families is zero. Therefore, we will not consider the recurrence
relations, etc., for these.

4. We now proceed to obtain the recurrence relations for
C)and f„

From (3.1)

/;(«+!) = ^

= i (/x<"' +/x''"') + + i/.'"'.

From second and fifth equations of (3.1), we obtain

/x<"' +/x''"' = \ (/x'"-'' +/x'<"-^0 + i/.<"-^).'

Therefore,

= i (/z'"' - i/z'"-'' + i/z"'-") + i:/.'"-'
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Hence,

- + rV= 0 (4.1)

It is seen from (4.1) that the solution for is given by

• /.<"' = w + + LgA-a"" (4-2)

where /ij, and are the roots of the cubic jn® —f —i ft + tV= ^
and.Li, and are arbitrary constants to be determined from the
initial conditions. The roots of the cubicare ^ (1 +-\/5) and^(l—\/5).
By symmetry a similar recurrence relation and solution hold for /v'"'
also.

By substituting (/x'"""" '̂ —i/x'"') in the recurrence relation for
fM we obtain the recurrence relation for /x'"'. It is given as,

- I+\f-^"' - A/x"'-" = 0 (4• 3)

and the solution is given by
fM = K^\n + ^ (4 .4)

where A, /ni, and ih are the roots of the quartic A« - | ^
^ ^ A— —0 and K-^, K^, and are arbitrary constants.
The roots of the quartic are ^ (1 + V^) and ^ (1 — •y/S).

As the full-sib mating is continued within each of the first generation
families mentioned above, we will be concerned with the frequencies
of the different types of full-sib families in the «-th generation within
each of these first generation famihes. Let j//"' denote the frequency
of the y-th type of family in the n-th generation within the /-th type of
first generation family, where i, j = {X, Y, X', Z). The expressions
for these frequencies in terms of the roots of the equations were obtained
from 4-2 and 4-4 by making use of the initial conditions (namely, the
frequencies up to four generations) and are given in the Table II.

5. So far we have discussed about the frequencies of different
types of families in the /z-th generation and now we proceed to obtain
the variation between the progeny within families resulting from full-sib
mating successively for n generations. This total .variance will be
further divided into the variations contributed by non-sibs, half-sibs
and full-sibs among the progeny. These separate cuases will also be
expressed in terms of the additive genetic and dominance variations.

In obtaming these expressions we make use of the lemma described
by Coihstock and Robinson (1948).
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Table II
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Type of
first

genera

tion
family

Type of family in the «-th generation

X

-IMi"
+ f fe"
+M3")

X'

+A'3"+^)

Frequency

—f
X(/x2"+;t.3«)

1-^1"+^
X(/^2"+M3")

2 „ 1
6-/^l I rZT

4

-V-Mi"+f
X(ilt/+|Ll3«)
-^(1^2"-'
+/^3"~^)

K'+ f
xC/Xa'-H-z^a")

X(/X2"+ft3'')

X'

+ 1(^2"+^
+^^3"+')

xC/xa"-^
+/^3"-0

4

X(fX2"+i^3'')

A»+ J/Ml"
+ |(M2"+^
+/X3"+')

Lemma.—Let tt^, and irf^ be the frequencies of the genotypes
AA, Aa and aa respectively and let the deviations of the phenotypes
of the same from the mean phenotype of AA and aa be d, h, ^ d res
pectively. Then the additive genetic variation is given by

and the dominance variation is given by

where

e = (tts + ttq) — (tt2 —•n'of

^=7^1 (tT2 —TTo)

and

1|& = TTj (TTg + TTq)

(5.1)

(5.2)










